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Introduction

I imagine that if there were such a thing as a collective Jew, he might well ask himself . . .

am I the same today as the Jew of thirty-five years ago? Yes, it is indeed me; it is indeed

us. But there are deep clefts, despite appearances: everything has changed and yet nothing

has.—Saul Friedlander,When Memory Comes

Over the course of the twentieth century, the crime of genocide—the attempt to

eliminate an ethnic, national, or religiousminority—has grown in scope and fre-

quency. Such attacks have, in the current parlance, allowednation-states to ‘‘con-

struct’’ themselves—if in themost radical way—around ideals of one nation,one

state, forcing out those who would cast national identity into question. Univer-

sally condemned, these violent massacres nevertheless have often obtained their

objectives, providing some stateswith a definitivemeans to establish the nation’s

citizenry, identifying a particular set of persons as its own while marking others

as aliens.1

Although scholars have paid attention to the role of genocide in shaping

the nature and composition of existing societies, few have investigated its long-

term impact on those cast as national outsiders.2 And yet those dubbed aliens by

genocidal regimeshave facedmore than violent uprootings from their homes and

communities; they have also confronted ideological onslaughts that cast doubt

on their place in an international civil societyconstitutedprimarilyalongnational

lines. The growth of the modern nation-state, and its consolidation in Europe

following World War I, defined the rights and obligations of those living in its

midst, certified their citizenship, and provided for their welfare. Implicit in this

relationship between citizen and state was the understanding that those not of

the nation were ‘‘outsiders’’ to it. International treaties regularized the status of



immigrants from one nation to another; those stripped of any citizenship or na-

tional allegiance often have found themselves outside this international web.3

This study focuses on how survivors of genocide have responded to being

cast so definitively from the nation-state structure. In what ways—if at all—have

the religious, ethnic, and national affiliations among escapees shifted to reflect

the recent violent past? Have such attacks challenged previously held notions of

faith, communal solidarity, and national identity? How have survivors assessed

the feasibility of living as national minorities or diaspora populations after an

attack on their status as such? How have they come to terms with ‘‘transna-

tional’’ identities in a world seemingly determined to define itself according to

national lines?

Toaddress thesebroadquestions, I turn to a comparative studyof thevictims

of two twentieth-century genocides: Armenians fleeing the Young Turks during

World War I and Jews rebuilding after the Holocaust. In both cases, the victims

had been transformed into national pariahs in states determined to eliminate all

traces of their existence.4 Such violent upheavals had a profound impact on those

whoescaped.Wherever they settled,whether in the lands inwhich theyhadprevi-

ously been persecuted or elsewhere, survivors had to face significant challenges.

Foremost among these was their material reestablishment after years of disrup-

tion; indeed, rebuilding homes, families, and communities became a priority for

those who had escaped. Also important, however, were broader questions about

the nature of community affiliation and minority status after years of being per-

secuted for that status.

Particularly interesting in this regard were survivor communities in France,

the focus of this investigation. Home to the largest Armenian and Jewish sur-

vivor populations inwesternEurope, Francenevertheless had amixed recordover

the course of the twentieth century with regard to its ethnic, national, and reli-

gious minorities. Long committed to a politics of integration, which sought to

incorporate ethnic and religiousminoritiesquicklyand seamlessly into thepolity,

French policies shifted direction radically during the Vichy years, as officials iso-

lated foreign minorities, particularly Jews, from their ‘‘French’’ neighbors. This

shifting political terrain on the question of nationalminorities,which once again

became ‘‘integrationist’’ in the decades immediately following Vichy, shaped the

context in which local Armenian and Jewish communities came to terms with

their respective pasts.

For French Jews these shifts were particularly disruptive. Under German

occupation and Vichy collaborationist rule, Jews faced a wide range of discrimi-

natory legislation restricting theirmovements, property ownership, and civil lib-
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erties. Furthermore, as theNazi attack on European Jewry evolved, theVichy gov-

ernment collaborated in the deportation of approximately seventy-six thousand

Jews.5And yet, althoughdeportations drastically reduced the size and diversityof

the community, two-thirds of the population survived (approximately 250,000),

as did much of the prewar institutional framework.6 Moreover, with the freeing

of Paris in August 1944 under de Gaulle’s liberation forces, Jews began quickly

regaining the rights of which they had been stripped. As one Jewish author de-

scribed themoment, ‘‘For the first time in four years, that day wewere finally like

other people . . . we could call out our names, cry out who we were on the tele-

phone, in the streets, in the stores, and in the restaurants. . . . We had returned

to our true identity, to society, to France.’’7

Yet, could French Jews return so simply to their prewar position in French

society?Vichy legislationhad rejected amore than century-long traditionof view-

ing religion as a personalmatter regulated by the state but conducted outside the

publicdomain.By introducing religious affiliationas a factor indetermining legal

status and using this new status as a way to institute state-sanctioned oppres-

sion, officials had transformed the relationship between the state and its Jewish

minority. Hence, although the duration of the Vichy regime was relatively short,

its effects were felt by every Jew in France, as former citizens became aliens in the

land of their birth, as newly declared Jewish citizens—those who had migrated

to France in the two decades precedingWorldWar II—found themselves uncere-

moniously stripped of their newly acquired legal rights, and as Jewish refugees

and new immigrants faced the ever-increasing threat of internment.8

This study considers the impact of these four years on French Jewry after de

Gaulle’s armieshad restoreddemocracyand transformed their statusback to that

of the prewar years. Once again free to live as they chose, howdid the local Jewish

population respond to their immediate past? After such an attack on their funda-

mental rights as citizens and as human beings, could they really reestablish their

prewar position in their society? Or did notions of community, nationality, and

ethnic identity change as a result of the years of persecution?

These questions are addressed by comparing France’s post–World War II

Jewishpopulation toArmenianswhosettled inFranceafter thegenocideof World

War I. Like the Holocaust, the Armenian genocidewas an attempt to alter the na-

ture and compositionof the existing society. Bydeporting andmurderingpopula-

tions that had been in place for centuries and by confiscating Armenian property

and desecrating places of worship, the YoungTurks virtually eliminated all traces

of these ancient communities from eastern Anatolia.Those Armenianswhowere

not killed were forced to renounce all connection with their ethnic and religious
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heritage.9 Although some survivors escaped the violent onslaught, they did so

only by going into exile, leaving their ancestral lands and seeking refuge in the

diaspora.

Approximately sixty-five thousand of these survivors ultimately made their

way to France,where the post–WorldWar I economynecessitated dependence on

immigrant labor. For them, disjuncture and ruptures with the past were farmore

dramatic than for most of France’s post–World War II Jewish population.10 Not

only had the migration to France transformed the primarily rural, agriculturally

basedpeasantpopulation into anurban,working-class ethnicminority, but it had

also forced them off their ancestral lands and left them to seek refuge abroad.11

For many, finding a final settlement point took nearly a decade; for some, it took

even longer. Arriving as stateless refugees without passports or visas andwith no

obvious country of origin, their position in French society was precarious, par-

ticularly in the early 1920s,when thegovernmenthadnot yetworkedout coherent

policies for dealing with stateless minorities.With no protection through immi-

gration treaties and no international rights, the first Armenian arrivals in France

were utterly dependent on the government’s benevolence and their own meager

resources. The combination of their precarious position in the polity and their

own search for stability set the scene for their integration into French society.

For these Armenian refugees, then, questions of religious, ethnic, and na-

tional allegiancewere forgedout of theirownpast of statelessness, genocide, and

exile, a story that differs considerably from that of the post–WorldWar II French

Jewishpopulation.ArmeniansneverwerepersecutedonFrenchsoil; French Jews,

on the other hand, had been victims of native aggression during World War II.

Also, changes in French receptivity to immigrants, as well as changing political,

social, and economic conditions, affected thosepopulations differently. It should

be clear, however, that to make this comparison, the conditions facing the two

populations need not have been identical. Although emigration and settlement

patterns differed for both, as did modes of integration and communal construc-

tion, both addressed remarkably similar dilemmas as they faced the challenges

of rebuilding their disrupted communities in the French context.

Four such parallels stand out particularly clearly. First, and most obviously,

both Armenians and Jews had been victims of state-sponsored attempts at total

eradication.TheNazis’ destructionof European Jewry is oftenheld tobe thepara-

digmatic caseof genocide inour time, and comparative studies of suchmassacres

have identified the Armenian genocide as most similar to the Holocaust.12 Such

studies have focused particularly on the motives, killing methods, and extent of

destructionachievedby theperpetrators.Yet fewhave extended thismethodology
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to the aftermath of genocide by comparing the responses of the victims them-

selves.13 However, the striking parallels linking the Armenian and Jewish cases

extend into the reconstructive periods as well. Most important, in both cases,

these onslaughts forced survivors to address pressing immediate concerns, such

ashowbest touse communal resources in lightof themassivedestruction, aswell

as more existential questions, such as how to assess the viability of living as an

ethnoreligiousminoritywithin a larger nation-state after having beenpersecuted

for that status.

In addition, the state inwhich theywere livingwasmore thana ‘‘hostnation’’

to these two populations. France provided the context in which they rebuilt their

homes and communities, a context with little tolerance for ethnic distinctive-

ness and with a strong state-centered, assimilationist model of governance that

shaped the incorporation of all ethnic and religious minorities into the state.14

Armenian and Jewish genocide survivors were no exception, and the French tra-

dition of intense cultural conformity shaped how they came to terms with their

pasts.This context and its impact on survivor communities thus form the second

important subject of inquiry for this book.

A third and fourth parallel arise from these first two. Both Jews and Arme-

nians are members of ancient diaspora populations. In both cases, this diaspora

network shifted, both empirically and discursively, as a result of the genocides,

forcing survivors to reconsider previous notions of communal responsibility, na-

tional identity, and transnational solidarity. Such shifts took place, moreover, in

a European context itself beset with questions of nationalism and dilemmas over

national identity. Furthermore,Armeniansand Jewsboth faced theestablishment

of independent homelands quickly following the wartime destruction. In both

cases, the newly created nation-states and the immediate threats to them forced

survivors to question theirown relationship to thefledgling states in light of their

position in French society.

These four parallels, then—genocide, position in the polity, diaspora, and

homeland—provide the central thematic concernsof this study. If, however, such

a thematic separation proves conceptually helpful, it should not conceal the great

overlap among them. Memories of genocide, for example, shaped how survivors

thought about their status as members of diaspora populations, and living in

diaspora affected how they conceived of the formation of independent national

homelands. Moreover, by focusing on these areas, I do not mean to suggest that

all French Jews or Armenians shared a single interpretation or point of viewabout

them.To the contrary, conflict and disagreement characterized survivors’ discus-

sions and activities regarding all four of these issues. In addition, the way they
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played themselves out in each population differed according to chronological

moment (whether pre– or post–World War II) and position in the French state

(whether refugee, immigrant,orcitizen).Yet, inbothcases, these issues remained

definitive in shaping Armenian and Jewish postgenocide communities, as sur-

vivors reconsidered, and at times recast, articulations of nationalistic sentiment,

communal responsibility, and ethnic solidarity.

In broader terms, then, the comparison of Armenian and Jewish postgeno-

cide populations in France raises some important questions as to the value of

comparative analysis as a whole. In the introduction to a compilation of essays

comparing Jewish societies, Todd Endelman notes that ‘‘historians of the Jews

and their religion have been a conservative lot . . . reluctant if not averse to

introducing a comparative dimension to their writing.’’ And yet, Endelman ar-

gues, because of its lack of territorial focus, Jewish history ‘‘offers unique, al-

most laboratory-like opportunities for examining howcommunities with similar

but not identical backgrounds and traditions adapt to different environments.’’

Comparing Jewishcommunities across timeand/or spaceorcomparing Jewswith

non-Jews in the same place or in different national contexts ‘‘transcends the bor-

ders of Jewish historiography’’ both by revealingwhat is ‘‘individual, specific and

unique as much as what is more general.’’15

By comparing Armenian and Jewish survivor communities in France, this

study seeks to do just that: to explore the specificities of the narratives under con-

sideration while still highlighting the wider concerns that transcend the bound-

aries of either minority population. As such, it builds on the methodological

terrainmappedout by recent historians interested in studying structural similari-

ties in different national or chronological contexts.Whereas, as has been recently

argued, ‘‘historians . . . have been more reticent than other social scientists to

move from theparticular to thegeneral,’’ a newgenerationof comparativists have

begun to break down these barriers.16 Particularly influential tomyown thinking

has been Laura Lee Downs’s Manufacturing Inequality, which explores the gender

division in French and British metalworking industries from 1914 to 1939 and

which argues that gender-based job discriminationwas a phenomenon that tran-

scended national boundaries. The comparative method allowed her to ‘‘suggest

hownational culture and differences in state structures defined distinctive routes

to what were, in many important respects, rather similar outcomes.’’17

Adopting a similar analytic approach, Nancy Green uses the comparative

method to trace immigrant labor in the garment industries of France and the

United States. She, however, goes one step further than Downs. In addition to

examining two national contexts, she makes her analysis doubly comparative by
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examiningdifferent immigrant groupswithinone industry.This approach allows

her to emphasize changeover timeandspacewhile alsodemonstratinghow ‘‘each

period reinvents certain perceptions of progress and newness.’’18Green’s ‘‘post-

structural structural’’ approach thus demonstrates the power of economic struc-

tures in transcending chronological and spatial categories while allowing for the

histories of specific interests to emerge.

BothDowns andGreen thus use the comparativemethod to determinewhat

is individual and specific while also focusing on what is structural, and both rely

on traditional socialhistoricalmethods to think through larger sociologicalques-

tions. Likewise, the diachronic nature of the present study offers just such an

approach, focusing on genocide survivors as a means to trace both the particular

history of each population in question as well as the striking structural similari-

ties that link these two French ethnoreligious minorities. My hope is that such a

perspectivewill raise newquestions concerninghowgenocide shaped communal

life in its immediate aftermath and how national and ethnic identities converged

in twentieth-century France.

Genocide: Memory, Experience, and Identity

Memories of genocide have defined, in large part, how Armenians and Jews have

constructed contemporary understandings of communal affiliation and group

solidarity. It took nearly fifty years, however, for Armenian communities to rally

aroundthegenocideasapublic symbolof theircommunal life.Likewise, as recent

scholarship has demonstrated, several decades passed before the memory of the

Holocaust becameacentral pillarof identification forcontemporary Jewry.19This

‘‘silence’’ of the immediate post-Holocaust years has been analyzed from a num-

ber of different perspectives. Some scholars have considered the difficulty that

both survivors andhistorians have facedwhen attempting to representmemories

of genocide.20 As Doris Bensimon has described French Jews in the decade im-

mediately following the war, ‘‘The overwhelming majority preferred silence. . . .

Indeed, in France, three or four decades had to pass before memory could disen-

tangle itself from forgetting [de l’oubli].’’21Others, less interested in the ‘‘silence’’

of survivors, have examined the reluctance of governments or the general pub-

lic to recognize or take responsibility for the events of World War II.22 These

works share a common interest in the visible manifestations of memory, such as

commemorations,memorials,memoirs, andhistoricalmonographs.The former

focus on difficulties in representing memory, the latter on shifting interpreta-

tions and political manipulations of thosememories. Still others, examining the
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‘‘silences’’ in the decades immediately following World War II, suggest that the

first generationof survivorswas ableneither to facenor to comprehend the extent

of the tragedy. Fleeing painful memories, they silenced discussion of the geno-

cide andomitted systematic commemoration fromcommunal agendas.AsBruno

Bettelheimwrote in an essayon theHolocaust’s effect on children, ‘‘It seems that

it requires a distance of twenty years or more, to understand how much a par-

ticular tragedy suffered in childhood can transform your whole sense of life.’’23

To focus on survivor silence and the lack of public memorials as a sign that

those who escaped could not face their recent past, however, is to misinterpret

the impact of the recent upheaval on survivors. Some may indeed have been so

traumatized that they opted to remain silent; others ‘‘were willing, indeed anx-

ious, to talk of their experiences butmade a deliberate choice not to do so, except

among themselves,’’ due to a correct perception that ‘‘listeners’’ were not par-

ticularly anxious to hear their stories.24 Moreover, even if public manifestations

of communal memory were few and far between, individual Armenians and Jews

manifested a different kind of public response to the experiences through which

they lived, one that was reflected in the communities they created.

For Armenians, communal memorialization of the recent losses was never

totally absent.25 Not surprisingly, however, such commemorations were not the

central concern for a population of refugees seeking to reestablish stable home

lives, rebuild a steady family economy, learn the local language, andfind lost rela-

tives. As noted above, themigrations to France had transformed the occupational

makeup of the population, removing survivors from their peasant-based, agri-

cultural communities and transforming them into a factory-based, urban prole-

tariat. The disruption of patriarchal, familial, and economic norms shaped how

the first waves of Armenians established themselves and their communities in

France. Most, busy with the task of building a life in a new country, expressed

communal identification not through commemorations of the recent massacres,

but through various other channels, including church life, diaspora political

parties, youth groups, and compatriot organizations. It is in these arenas, there-

fore, where the community’s cultural values were both reflected and promoted

andwhere therewere plentyof voices to fill in the postwar ‘‘silences,’’ that we can

trace responses to the genocide. Whether intent on building roots in France or

turning their attentions to their ‘‘homeland’’ in the Caucasus, survivors grappled

with their recent past as they integrated into their new home.

Unlike the uprooted Armenian refugees, post-Holocaust French Jewry was

not forced to build a communal structure from the ground up. Nevertheless,

WorldWar II had proven disruptive and traumatic to every Jew in France,whether
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born there or of immigrant extraction.26Many were forced to give up homes and

sell businesses as they fled the Occupied Zone. Those unable to flee sometimes

paid with their lives, and even those who escaped often lost family and friends

to deportations. Others, seeking refuge in Vichy-governed areas of the country,

were reduced to second-class status, stripped of the basic human rights towhich

they had become accustomed.

Thewar’s conclusion brought an end to such discriminatory legislation, but

it could not erase memories of the four preceding years. Legal battles over lost

homes and property continued well into the 1950s. A constant flow of refugees

reminded escapees of the destruction of the war and the pressing needs of Jews

throughoutEuropeand theMiddleEast. Simultaneously, diasporaorganizations,

such as the American Joint Distribution Committee, funded the construction of

schools, youth centers, and other arenas of Jewish life, transforming the com-

munal landscape over the subsequent twenty years. Thus, from the moment the

Holocaust ended, French Jews were faced with its repercussions both personally

and institutionally.

Interestingly, the few historians and sociologists who have commented on

these years have argued that the Holocaust initially devastated what remained of

French Jewish life. As one observer commented, the profound disarray that faced

French Jewsmade ‘‘most aspire to erase all difference definitively and to giveway

to the anonymity of secular society.’’27 Similarly,William Safran argues that the

reethnicization of French Jewry that occurred during the 1970s and 1980s was

‘‘hampered’’ in thepostwardecadesbecause ‘‘the Jewish communityhadbeen too

decimated, impoverished and demoralized to rebuild its institutions quickly.’’28

Safran is right to point out the remarkable resurgence in publicmanifestations of

French Jewish ethnic identification in the last decades of the twentieth century,

but his characterization of the postwar decades is too stark.

Like Safran, most scholars of French Jewry have focused their attention on

contemporary developments, including the arrival of three hundred thousand

NorthAfrican Jewish immigrants, the impact of theSix-DayWar, the rising tideof

anti-Jewish sentiment throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and the articulation of a

particularistic and vocal Jewish politics. Although it is perhaps unfair to criticize

these scholars for not fully analyzing the immediate postwar years, as their own

areas of interest were directed toward contemporary questions, it is still worth

noting that those who addressed the 1945–68 period—and most simply ignore

these years—oversimplify the picture. By leaping from the devastation of World

War II to thedramaof the late 1960s, thesescholars simplyassumedthat theHolo-

caust brought Jewish communal life to a halt, frightening survivors away from
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any identification with their religious/ethnic heritage. Furthermore, by treating

theprewar,Vichy, andpostwarperiods asdistinct fromoneanother, historical ac-

counts have divided French Jewish history around the Holocaust. Although such

an approachhighlights the changes that faced French Jewryas a result of theNazi

invasion, it ignores the continuities linking these periods. Thus, postwar Jewish

life remains a separate chapter in the history of French Judaism and one that has

been covered only minimally in the scholarly literature.29

Recent scholarship has begun to rectify the problem. Particularly important

is David Weinberg’s assertion that far from destroying Jewish communal affilia-

tion, the Holocaust enticed certain of those with assimilationist tendencies to

reconsider their Jewishheritage. Inhiswords, ‘‘Jewish identity inpost-warFrance

was a complex weave of internal tensions born of contradictory memories of de-

portations and the contributions made by Jews to the Resistance effort. The re-

sult was an embryonic new consciousness, which combined the hesitancy and

self-effacement of the français israélitewith a growing pride in the dual heritage of

Frenchman and Jew.’’30

This study seeks to exploreWeinberg’s assertion of a ‘‘new consciousness’’

in greater depth. As such, it challenges earlier assumptions that the Holocaust

devastated surviving French Jewish life. It is herewhere the comparison to theAr-

menian case proves particularly instructive. For the latter, the genocidewas even

more disruptive than for most of the Jewish survivors, for its dislocations proved

more permanent, causing fundamental transformations in the nature of com-

munal life. Nevertheless, it would be a mischaracterization to describe the post-

genocide Armenian communities in France as ‘‘decimated’’ or ‘‘demoralized.’’

To the contrary, in these years we find a notable vibrancy taking root. Likewise,

French Jewish populations,while also facing great challenges, provedmore than

capable of beginning the process of rebuilding their communities, andmost did

not flee their ethnoreligious affiliations in the aftermath of theHolocaust. As one

particularly well-known survivor remarked in response to questions of how he

readjusted to normal life, ‘‘The truth is, it was not that difficult—less difficult

than adjusting to death.’’31 The ease of this ‘‘adjustment’’ for the communities

in question can, in part, be explained by the political and culturalmilieu in which

they found themselves. It is to this milieu, therefore, that I now turn.

Position within the Polity: Minorities and the French State

BothArmenian and Jewish populations faced a similar paradox after their respec-

tive genocides.The persecutions of WorldWar I and II seemed to prove thatmod-
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ernnation-states, even those committed todemocracy, couldnever really tolerate

ethnicminorities in theirmidst.32And yet, both Jewish survivor communities re-

building afterVichyandArmenian survivorcommunities building anew in France

remained just that: minorities within a larger nation-state. Their position within

the French state, however, differed from one another. Indeed, although a small

community of approximately 4,000 Armenians was already in France prior to

WorldWar I,most of France’s 65,000Armeniansmigrated there followingWorld

War I as uprooted, stateless refugees seeking shelter frompersecution abroad. In

contrast, the250,000 JewswhomadeupFrance’spost–WorldWar II Jewishpopu-

lation had generally survivedWorldWar II on French soil (although an additional

35,000 Jews migrated to France between 1944 and 1949).33 It would be too sim-

plistic, however, to reduce the comparison between them to one between citizen

and refugee. Indeed, of the approximately 300,000 Jews who lived in France in

1939, nearly 150,000 hadmigrated there since 1919. Approximately 44,000 other

immigrant Jews had preceded them between 1881 and 1914.34 Thus, if the two

populations under study maintained different relationships to France—Armeni-

ans as refugees from a foreign oppressor and Jews as victims of a previous French

regime—both were influenced by national minority policies, particularly those

directed at foreign immigrants. Moreover, and perhaps even more interesting,

whereas a certain portion of the Jewish population was of immigrant extraction,

a significant percentage traced roots in France back several generations. This

study, then, situates the reconfiguration of Armenian and Jewish communities in

the context of these different relationships to the French polity and asks: What

was the impact of citizenship or lack thereof on communal understandings of

the recent past, and how did French minority policies influence this process?

Recent historiography has demonstrated the importance of state-centered,

assimilationist models of government in France’s civic self-definition, shaping

the incorporation of ethnic and religiousminorities into the state.35This process

particularly began gathering steamat the end of the nineteenth century thanks to

the ever-growing power and importance of the centralized state, which worked

to transmit aristocratic and bourgeois elite cultural norms in Paris over regional

languages and practices throughout the country. This national culture was sup-

ported and reinforced through schooling, military training, and new organs of

information.While regional distinctiveness and local cultures resisted such ho-

mogenizinggoals, andwhile ethnic, economic, and religious particularisms con-

tinued toassertbroaderconceptualizationsof Frenchnational identity, statepoli-

cies continued to promote a universalistic conception of French citizenship that

downplayed minority affiliations.36
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France’s Jewish population, like its regional minorities, was shaped by such

integrationist trends. The Revolution had brought full civil and legal rights to

local Jewish populations, in exchange for which it was expected that they would

meet all the obligations of citizenship and move away from the self-governing

enclaves that had characterized communal life prior to this period.37 Napoleon

went even further in confirming the relationship between Judaism and Jews’ po-

litical status. In 1806, he convened the Assembly of Jewish Notables in Paris, a

meetingof seventy-four layand religious leaders, to attain apublicpledge that the

religious strictures of Judaism were not in conflict with French law and to guar-

antee that Jewish allegiances rested first and foremost with the state, not with

their own religious-ethnic community. In addition, he organized the consistorial

system to centralize rabbinical authority in the state’s hands.TheConsistoirewas

to act as the administrative body of French Jewry, overseeing all religious activi-

ties, supervising the work of the rabbis, and officially representing Jews to the

state. By organizing Jewish life in a centralized and hierarchical manner and by

linking it directly to the state, Napoleon sought to bind the internal decisions of

the organized Jewish community to France’s national interests while removing

its power as a rallying point for ethnic identity.38

Although historians disagree as to the success of such an assimilatory proj-

ect on Jewish communities in postrevolutionary France, most agree that over

the course of the nineteenth century, Jews slowly began adopting national cul-

tural norms, sheddingYiddish for Frenchandabandoning traditional apparel and

practices. Social change did not occur overnight, particularly in the more tradi-

tional communities of Alsace, and even the most acculturated were able to culti-

vate a Franco-Jewish identity that recognized the coexistence of Jewish particu-

larism within the universalism of their French citizenship; yet France’s Jewish

population, like linguistic and regional minorities throughout the country, was

not immune to the pressures of acculturation.39

State-centered and assimilationist idioms of nationhood became increas-

ingly important in the early twentieth century, when the acquisition of colonies

and widespread labor shortages brought large minority populations to France.40

As early as the 1880s, government officials began expanding definitions of citi-

zenship in the hopes of incorporating the growing foreign population. Afraid

that newcomers were avoiding the increasingly universal obligation of military

conscription and concerned that solidarityamongethnicminorities posed a chal-

lenge to state centralization, government officials extended the principle of jus

soli to immigrant populations. With citizenship based on territorial ascriptions

rather than solely on the basis of descent, foreigners were thus incorporated all
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the more rapidly into the national apparatus. Those favoring an expansive citi-

zenship law argued that the legal transformation ‘‘would be accompanied by a

social transformation: immigrants could be redefined legally as Frenchmen be-

cause they would be transformed socially into Frenchmen through the assimila-

tory workings of compulsory schooling and universal military service.’’41

Such incorporativemeasures seemedevenmore important in the early twen-

tieth century, as the nature of the foreign population began to shift.Whereas the

immigrants of the late nineteenth century generally migrated from surrounding

countries, such as Belgium and Italy, those who arrived during and after World

War I were more likely to have come from eastern Europe, Indochina, and North

Africa. The distinctive ethnic and cultural characteristics of these new arrivals

challenged the government’s central role in determining cultural norms.42As im-

migration bureaucracies grew and policies became more coherent, authorities

began to institute proceduresmeant not only to incorporate immigrant labor but

also to integrate immigrants rapidly into French culture and society. Such poli-

cies remained at the heart of national immigration law until the 1970s.43 Indeed,

although theVichy regime represented a rupture in Frenchminority policies with

its stress on ethnic hierarchies, ‘‘the legal framework that would determine im-

migrants’ relationship with the French political system until the mid-1970s was

largely inplace’’ by the outbreakof thewar.44AsoneFrenchofficial noted in 1945,

following the collapse of Vichy, ‘‘It is in France’s interest . . . to facilitate the rapid

and complete integration of foreign elements who prove worthy and on whom

we are obliged to rely due to our demographic insufficiencies.’’45 Aware of the

need for foreign labor, officials once again formulated policies that were aimed

at the full integration of distinctive ethnic minorities.

As we have seen, Armenian and Jewish genocide survivors in France were

not all immigrants. Nevertheless, such integrationist policies shaped their rela-

tionship to their surrounding society in several important ways. For Armenian

refugees, grateful to find a haven after years of flight and massacre, France sym-

bolized stability and safety. Nevertheless, as apatrides (stateless refugees), they

lacked the basic protections of most immigrant populations, and having arrived

some years before the articulation of coherent refugee policies, they occupied a

precarious place in the polity.This stigma of being stateless shaped how the new

population responded to their adopted home, encouragingmost to ‘‘lie low’’ and

avoid anyactivity that would undermine their chances of being allowed to remain

in France. For authorities charged with establishing refugee policies in the post–

World War I era, the Armenians’ statelessness posed interesting dilemmas. For

some, co-opting the loyalties of this new and potentially malleable population
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remained a central concern. Others, however, distrusted this population with no

identifiable allegiances. Refugee policies reflected this ambivalence as officials

sought both to integrate and police the newcomers. Although sympathy for the

uprooted population is evident in certain circles of society, government policies

weremore concernedwith transforming them into loyal citizens of the state than

with any humanitarian concern over their recent past.

France’s long tradition of political and cultural integration also influenced

how authorities addressed the problems posed by Jewish reintegration after

World War II. Both a desire to move past Vichy as quickly as possible and a re-

newed commitment to republican lawmade government officials hesitant to call

attention to Jewish losses. Although the principle of equal rights for all French

citizens—and the nullity of all German and French legislation to the contrary—

was instituted immediately after republican order was restored in August 1944,

the provisional government proved ineffective in creating adequate compensa-

tory legislation for those Jews who had suffered under Vichy’s antisemitic laws.

With no room for particularism in government policies, Jewswere treated simply

as equivalent victims of the war.

From a policy perspective, then, France’s long tradition of political integra-

tion shaped how the government responded to Armenian and Jewish survivors

after their respective genocides. Inmaking such a case, however, I amnot seeking

to make a direct link between French governmental policies toward Armenian

refugees in the 1920s and the post–World War II provisional government’s re-

sponse to reintegrating Jewish survivors. In other words, in each case, officials

made choices based on the political realities of the day, choices that were in-

formedby the particular relationship of the group in question to the French state.

What I am arguing, however, is that a long tradition of policies geared toward en-

suring cultural conformity among ethnic minorities influenced how both popu-

lations integrated into French society, shaping how survivors came to termswith

their pasts.

And yet, as we will see, even while influenced by the surrounding integra-

tionist culture, both populations were also able to cultivate identities that rec-

ognized their own particularism.46 Indeed, neither the appeals of France’s uni-

versalistic society nor the genocidal persecution led survivors to abandon links to

their ethnoreligious heritage. As a comparative study indicates, then, although

the French context provided survivors with a framework to understand and come

to termswith their recent past, it did not prevent theirmemories from coalescing

into sites of ethnic solidarity.
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Diaspora and Homeland

Thus, relationship to the polity was one of the determining factors in shaping

Armenianand Jewishpostgenocidepopulations; equally significantwas the shift-

ing relationship to their brethren abroad. Indeed, in both cases, the genocides

of World War I and II raised new questions of diaspora solidarity and national

allegiance. As noted, both Armenians and Jews are members of ancient diaspora

populations. Indeed, traditionally, the very concept of diaspora was rooted in the

historyof Jewish exile from Jerusalem, a banishment thatwas viewed as a punish-

ment for straying fromGod’s way. Over time, ‘‘the concept of ‘diaspora’ became

suffused with the suffering that accompanies many sorts of exile,’’ particularly

that of dispersed Greeks and Armenians.

In recent years, however, the meaning of ‘‘diaspora’’ has broadened, be-

coming integrated into historical discussions on the nature of difference and

expanding to encompass a larger semantic domain, including such words as

immigrant, refugee, and expatriate.47 Thanks to the increasing globalization of po-

litical and economic structures and communication networks, previous con-

straints on the extent to which individuals might participate in more than one

society have diminished. Such shifts have had aprofound impact onhowscholars

have conceptualizedminority identities.Thus,whereas thosewhoworked on im-

migrant communities once focused primarily on ‘‘distinctions between the here

and the there, the center and the periphery, black and white. . . . [s]uch anal-

yses are being supplemented by a whole set of new, unbounded concepts . . .

[including] multiplicity, border crossing, disjunction and ethnoscapes, cultural

hybridization, porousness, webs, and transnational communities.’’48

Such conceptual tools, though generally useful in describing contemporary

migrationwaves to advanced industrial nations, aremore limited in showinghow

diaspora identificationshifted forArmeniansand Jews in theyears following their

respective genocides.49Not yet beneficiaries of the postmodernmoment that has

celebrated overlapping andhybrid identities, these escapees hadbeen singled out

for persecution in part because of theirmultinational identity,whichmarked them

as cultural outsiders to the nations in which they lived.50 In the aftermath of the

genocidal violence, therefore, survivors were faced with new questions regard-

ing where they belonged. Moreover, such questions were inextricably linked to

survivors’ relationship with the ‘‘homeland.’’

As several recent studies have stressed, the idea of an original homeland—

either real ora ‘‘mythic place of desire’’—is essential to the process of shaping co-

hesive and conscious diaspora communities as well as to the formation of coher-
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ent diaspora nationalistmovements.51 In the two cases under study, themythical

homelands, centeredaround Jerusalemfor JewsandMt.Ararat forArmenians, re-

mained a constituent part of the diaspora condition until themodern era.What is

particularly interesting for both, however, is that following thewartime destruc-

tion, the question of a national homeland was brought out of the realm of myth

or prayer with the formation of legally constituted, identifiable national states.

The birth of the State of Israel and the Republic of Armenia provided sur-

vivorswithoptions that previously had seemed feasible only to a smallminorityof

activist idealists. A national state could bring their diaspora status to an end and

could provide security to thosewho had been persecuted for that status. And yet,

fewchose to leave France for their new ‘‘homeland,’’most opting to remainwhere

they were while still taking an active interest in diaspora nationalist movements.

Thus, they faced a paradox. On the one hand, they remained the ‘‘paradigmatic

Other of the nation-state,’’ maintaining allegiances that defied the nation-state

structure; on the other, they actively sought to integrate into the French state.52

Comparing the impact of genocide on Armenian and Jewish survivor com-

munities in France thus sheds light on the power of the national idiom to in-

fluence minority culture. Indeed, one can argue that the very consolidation of

the nation-state system in twentieth-century Europe made the ‘‘transnational’’

or ‘‘denationalized’’ status of these genocide survivors untenable.Unable to exist

comfortablyoutsideof this system, survivors tookpart innewlyenergizednation-

alist movements, which sought to provide a ‘‘space’’ for them—however dis-

connected from their own settlement plans—in the international arena. Thus,

whereas some have argued that contemporary diaspora groups are ‘‘emblems of

transnationalism’’ because their existence questions the notion of borders at the

heart of the definition of the nation, I would argue that Armenian and Jewish sur-

vivors in France were actively seeking to end such questions.53 This may seem

counterintuitive. By participating in nationalistic movements that transcended

the borders of the country in which they lived, they were certainly encompassing

the diaspora/homelanddivide that seems to interest somanycontemporary theo-

rists. It is my argument, however, that these now thriving nationalist discourses

served not as a celebration of transnationalism, but as proof of the power of the

national idiom.

As the above discussion suggests, a comparison between the Armenian and Jew-

ish survivor communities in France makes it clear that, although in both cases

genocide disrupted and, at times, destroyed surviving communal life, it did not

necessarily force survivors to make a clean break with the past, with past ways of
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thinking andunderstanding themselves and their place in thenation. EvenArme-

nian genocide survivors, who faced more disruption than the French Jews under

study, did not immediately abandon former understandings of communal orga-

nization,nordid theyprove incapableof constructing viable communities in their

new context. In comparison, it seems hardly surprising that strong continuities

link the French Jewish community of the post–World War II era to those of the

preceding decades. Indeed, it becomes immediately clear that despite the far-

reaching destruction caused by the Holocaust, its occurrence did not delineate a

dramatic conclusion to a period born with the civil emancipation of the Jews in

1789, as some scholars have suggested. One historian, whose fine study of inter-

war French Jewish history has essentially defined the field for future scholars,

nevertheless concludes her book by arguing that the great social, political, and

ideological changes that had enlivened French Jewry in the 1920s and 1930s were

‘‘cut short by the Holocaust,’’ and that they ‘‘withered’’ after being ‘‘denied the

test of time.’’54 Similarly, as noted earlier, scholars of postwar French Jewry have

assumed that it took the arrival of three hundred thousandNorth African Jews in

the late 1950s to reinvigorate a community decimated duringWorldWar II. I cer-

tainlydonot contest theHolocaust’s centrality in shapingmodern Jewishhistory,

but I do argue that using a central and eastern European model for explaining

postwar Jewish life in France is problematic.The Holocaust was tragic, devastat-

ing—but it was an important chapter in the unfolding narrative of French Jewish

history, not its end.

In broader terms, then, In the Aftermath of Genocide seeks to break down the

isolation that tends to bracket the history of genocide from thewider histories of

its victim groups. By looking at the years that followed as years of continuity as

well as years of change, I seek not to de-emphasize the criminality of these events

nor to downplay their devastation, but to consider what structures, perceptions,

and institutions were able to withstand such a brutal attack and to explain the

historical roots of such resilience.My hope is that such an investigationwill offer

new avenues of analysis for those interested in the history of genocide as well as

those interested in the history of Jews, Armenians, and modern France.
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